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Legislation:

r. 165 Mining Regulations 1981 (WA)

Result:

1.    First Objector to pay Applicant's costs arising from proceedings on 23
March, 20 April and 17 June 2015 and from Applicant's submissions as to
costs, to be taxed if not agreed.

Representation:

Solicitors."

Applicant
First Objector

McKenzie and McKenzie
Kings Park Corporate Lawyers

Introduction

• Michael Laurence Henry made an application for a miscellaneous licence
to construct a road, bore, generator, workshop, storage and administration
facilities• Fox Resources Ltd ("Fox") lodged an objection to the
application, and Archipelago Nominees Pty Ltd ("Archipelago") were
later joined as Second Objectors• In decision [2015] WAMW 14
("decision"), Mr Henry was permitted to  construct part of his

:infrastructure on part of the tenement.

2. Mr Henry applies for costs
occasioned undue delay in
miscellaneous licence.

against the First Objector on the basis it
the hearing of the application for the

. The First Objector says that there was no undue delay and, because it was
partially successful in the hearing of the application, Mr Henry ought to
pay all or a portion of its costs.
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Background

4.    Mr Henry's application, dated 5 June 2012, related to an area referred to

as L47/669 ("the application").

.
Fox lodged an objection to the application on 6 July 2012.

,
Fox holds an exploration licence (E47/1202) which was granted on 31
July 2009. On 22 October 2012 Fox applied to convert part of E47/1202
to a mining lease (M47/1484) which was granted on 17 February 2015. At
the time the application was heard Fox was in the process of transferring
M47/1484 to Archipelago pursuant to two Sale and Purchase Agreements
between Fox and Archipelago; one dated 1 August 2012 ("First
Agreement") and one dated either 19 April 2013 or 3 May 2013 ("Second
Agreement").

o
L47/669 encroached on M47/1484, as well as an unconverted portion of
E47/1202 to the south of M47/1484, and part of another tenement
over which there was no objection lodged.

.
The application first came before the court on 21 November 2012. Over a
period of approximately two years, Mr Henry and Fox exchanged requests
for particulars and further and better particulars. Fox ultimately filed its
response to the request for particulars of objection in April 2014.

.
In May 2014, Fox filed an interlocutory application to amend its
particulars of objection and join Archipelago as a party. Fox filed
evidence in support of the interlocutory application, including an affidavit
of Paul Dunbar, geologist and former CEO of Fox sworn 22 May 2014.
That application was heard in August and September 2014, based initially
on the provisions of the First Agreement which was the only agreement
referred to in Mr Dunbar's affidavit. The existence of the Second
Agreement emerged during evidence at the hearing of the interlocutory
application. The application to join Archipelago as a party was refused by
Warden Tavener.

10. Further programming orders were made for the parties to file evidence in
respect of the substantive application. Mr Henry filed witness statements
on 23 October 2014. On 14 November 2014, Fox was ordered to file its
witness statements by 19 December 2014 and the matter was listed for
hearing for three days commencing 23 February 2015. Fox did not file its
witness statements until 19 January 2015, being those of Bruce Garlick
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(Director of Fox at the relevant time), Martin Shuttleworth (former
Director of Archipelago) and a further statement of Mr Dunbar.

11. The hearing commenced on 23 February 2015. The first day was largely
consumed by legal argument as to the admissibility of the First and
Second Agreements pursuant to the Duties Act 2008 during which Mr
Garlick gave evidence.

12.

14.

15.

13.

On 24 and 25 February Mr Henry gave evidence, Mr Garlick gave further
evidence, Mr Shuttleworth gave evidence and Mr Dunbar gave evidence.
There was some discrepancy in Fox's evidence about the First and Second
Agreements and some documents referred to by Fox's witnesses were not

available to be tendered.

The hearing was adjourned to 23 March 2015 with orders that Fox
provide within 14 days:

(a) All versions of the mining proposal and mine closure plan
provided to the Department in relation to M47/1484 by Fox
and/or Archipelago;

(b) Original signed agreements between Fox and Archipelago,
including Schedule l("conversion area") of each agreement;

and

(c) Copies of all documents provided by Fox and/or Archipelago
to the Office of State Revenue on 14 June 2014.

By 23 March 2015, Fox had filed further documents. The original signed
First and Second Agreements were located, but not an accurate Schedule
1 to each agreement. Fox had filed three versions of the mining proposals
and mine closure plans. Since the last hearing date, Fox claimed
M47/1484 had been granted by the Department and transferred to
Archipelago, but had no evidence to support this.

In light of Archipelago's apparently now vested interest in M47/1484, I
made an order joining them as a party to the proceedings and adjourned
the hearing to 20 April 2015 so Mr Shuttleworth could be advised of the
joinder and also recalled by Fox for further evidence-in-chief and cross-
examination on the new documents. Counsel for Fox undertook to make
arrangements to have Mr Shuttleworth available, either voluntarily or by
summons (Transcript page 90-91).

16. Mr Garlick gave further evidence on 23 March 2015 about the new
documents (on the basis he would be recalled at a later date for cross-
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examination by Archipelago if required). It emerged during Mr Garlick's
evidence that the Second Agreement was in fact signed on 3 May 2013,
not on 19 April 2013 which the evidence of Fox had previously indicated.

17. Damien Moloney, solicitor for Fox, also gave evidence on 23 March 2015
during which he purported to explain how he had prepared the witness
statement of Mr Garlick and the affidavit and witness statement of Mr
Dunbar, attached to which were incomplete and inconsistent versions of

the First and Second Agreement.

19.

18. On 20 April 2015, neither a representative for Archipelago nor Mr
Shuttleworth appeared despite the undertaking by counsel for Fox on 23
March 2015 that Mr Shuttleworth would be available to be called by Fox
for  further  evidence-in-chief and  cross-examination  on  the  new
documents and despite Mr Shuttleworth having been sent the orders of 23
March 2015 by email. Mr Shuttleworth did attend by audiolink from
Albany and was granted leave to appear as a representative for

Archipelago.

The hearing was adjourned to 17 June 2015 for Mr Shuttleworth to attend
in person to give further evidence and be cross-examined about the new
documents. Further evidence was tendered by Fox including a signed
Department transfer of M47/1484 to Archipelago (Form 23) dated 13
March 2015, tax invoices relating to amounts paid pursuant to the First
and Second Agreements and correspondence with the Office of State
Revenue. The hearing concluded on 17 June 2015 with the evidence of Mr
Shuttleworth and the parties made oral submissions.

20. Archipelago objected to the application on the basis it would injuriously
effect, hinder or obstruct its proposal to mine fill material on the area of
M47/1484 over which L47/669 encroached.

21. Fox objected to the application on the basis it would injuriously effect,
hinder or obstruct its rights in respect of the unconverted portion of
E47/1202 (which included an area referred to as "triangular infrastructure
area") and also its rights in respect of M47/1484, in that the Second
Agreement authorizes Fox to conduct exploration, development and
mining activities on M47/1484 and Fox intends to explore and potentially
mine in the area ofM47/1484 over which L47/669 encroaches.

22. Mr Henry denied the application would injuriously effect, hinder or
obstruct the rights of Fox or Archipelago and claimed there was no
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genuine plan by either Archipelago or Fox to conduct mining or
exploration on M47/1484 or the unconverted portion o f E47/1202.

23. After the hearings conducted on 23 to 25 February, 23 March, 20 April
and 17 June 2015 1 made the following orders in the decision:

Application L47/669 granted for the following purposes pursuant to s.
91 Mining Act 1978:

(a)to construct a road, bore, generator, workshop, storage and
administration facilities to service mining activities on M47/363
within the unconverted portion of E47/1202 to the south of M47/1484
("triangular infrastructure area"), and
(b)to construct a road from the triangular infrastructure area over
L47/410 to M47/363 ("undisputed area")

Findings of fact after hearing application

24. Pending formal transfer to Archipelago, Fox was the holder of the
underlying tenement, M47/1484, and also the underlying tenement holder
of the unconverted portion of E47/1202.

25. As a result of substantial compliance by the parties with the terms of the
Second Agreement by 13 March 2015 Archipelago was in effect, if not in
substance, the primary tenement holder of M47/1484.

26. Pursuant to the Second Agreement Fox was authorised to carry out
mining on M47/1484, even after transfer to Archipelago.

27. The Second Agreement related to a different area and was not an
extension in time of the First Agreement.

28. Mr Dunbar only referred to one agreement in his affidavit dated 22 May
2014 and annexed a copy of the First Agreement. He did not explain this
oversight until he gave evidence on 25 February 2015.

29. Mr Maloney compiled the statements of Mr Garlick and Mr Shuttleworth
dated 19 January 2015 which both introduced into evidence copies of the
Second Agreement. Neither Mr Maloney nor the witnesses attached to
either statement the map or diagram referred to as Schedule 1 to the
Second Agreement ("conversion area").

30. During the first three days of hearing, the copies of the Second Agreement
referred to by the witnesses were all dated 19 April 2013. Proceedings
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were adjourned until 23 March 2015 when it became apparent that
another version of the Second Agreement existed, dated 3 May 2013.

31. In the decision I concluded; "Regardless how many versions of the Second
Agreement are in existence, or have been tendered in evidence in error,
the evidence makes clear only one version was signed by all the parties
and that occurred on 3 May 2013. Again, while it represents poor
management or office practices on the part of Fox, and lack of attention
to detail on behalf of their legal representatives, it does not cause me to
doubt the existence of the Second Agreement or the genuine intent on

behalf o fits parties."

33.

32. There was a delay by the parties in providing the two agreements to the
Office of State Revenue however, I was satisfied both agreements were

genuine.

I was satisfied Mr Henry's proposed road would injuriously affect
Archipelago's proposed mining activities on M47/1484.

34. I was not satisfied Mr Henry's proposed bore, generator, workshop,
storage and administration facilities as well as a road connecting those
facilities with M47/363 would injuriously affect Fox's proposed mining
activities on the unconverted portion of E47/1202.

Law in relation to costs

35.   Regulation 165 provides:

(1)

(2)

(4)

Except as ordered under this regulation, regulation 139 or 142, each
party is to bear the party's own costs.

In addition to the power to award costs under regulations 139 and 142, a
warden hearing and determining proceedings under Division 2,
including interlocutory applications related to those proceedings, may
make an order for a party's costs to be paid by another party  ....

Subject to subregulation (6) and in addition to the power to award costs
under regulation 139, a warden hearing and determining proceedings
under Division 3 may make an order for costs against a party if the
warden is satisfied that the party --

(a)  frivolously or vexatiously commenced or defended the
proceedings, or any step in the proceedings; or
(b) otherwise occasioned undue delay in the proceedings.
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36. These proceedings fall under Division 3 of the Regulations, therefore any
power to order costs arises by virtue of r. 165(4). Otherwise r. 165(1)
applies, and each party is to bear its own costs.

Has the First Objector occasioned undue delay?

37. Mr Henry says the First Objector caused undue delay which resulted in
the hearing extending beyond the original three days set down. Mr Henry
says the First Objector should be liable to pay his costs incurred on the
further days of 23 March, 20 April and 17 June 2015, as well as his costs
incurred in preparing submissions as to costs.

38. Mr Henry says the First Objector caused undue delay in that it;
(i)   failed to disclose the existence of the Second Agreement until

midway through the interlocutory application to join Archipelago in
August and September 2014;

(ii)   failed to provide complete versions of the First and Second
Agreements (with accurate Schedule 1 ("conversion area")) until
after the hearing on 23 March 2015 (if at all);

(iii)  failed to provide the accurate signed version of the Second
Agreement until 23 March 2015;

(iv)  failed to provide accurate particulars of injurious affect to Fox or
Archipelago in light of either the First or Second Agreement
(including a mining proposal or mine closure plan by Archipelago)
until late March 2015;

(v)   failed to produce cogent evidence the First and Second Agreements
had been presented to the Office Of State Revenue until April and
June 2015 (and then failed to prove precisely what version of the
First and Second Agreements had been presented); and

(vi) provided affidavits and statements of witnesses which were deficient
and misleading, and witness statements which were provided late

and contrary to programming orders.

39. Fox says, because it was partially successful in opposing the application
in respect of M47/1484, it is entitled to either all its costs or those costs
relating to M47/1484 by virtue of the general principle the court has
discretion to order costs in favour of the successful party.

40. In the alternative, Fox says it should be entitled to costs for the first day of
hearing on 23 February 2015 and any part of the proceedings concerning
the nature and admissibility of the First and Second Agreement on the
basis it was the successful party, by virtue of the finding that the First and
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Second Agreements were genuine and they were admissible pursuant to

the Duties Act 2008.

41. Further, Fox says Mr Henry caused undue delay in not providing a
relevant and useful map of the area required for his inftrastructure until he
gave evidence at the hearing, which effectively reduced the area sought
for the application from 200 hectares to between 18 and 23 hectares.

Decision

42. Fox's submissions failed to consider regulations  165(1) and (4).
Discretion to order costs pursuant to the Regulations does not arise based
on a determination of who was the "successful party".

43. Fox's submissions do not address the allegations of undue delay relied
upon by Mr Henry and listed in paragraph 38.

44. Any delay caused by Mr Henry's failure to provide an accurate
description of the area sought in the application was able to be remedied
within the original hearing dates of 23 to 25 February 2015.

45. The adjournments beyond the original hearing dates were entirely
necessitated by the successive failures of Fox to provide and make
available accurate evidence about the First and Second Agreements, what
areas of E47/1202 they related to and what was done by Fox and
Archipelago pursuant to the agreements, in a timely manner prior to those

dates.

46. Evidence of the content of the First and Second Agreements, the manner
in which they were signed and what had been done by Fox and
Archipelago pursuant to those agreements was crucial to determination of
the application. It should have been apparent to Fox from the time the
application was programmed for hearing during 2014(if not during the
application for joinder of Archipelago) that this evidence would be central
to the objection.

47. Had that evidence been provided by Fox, as the then sole objector and
holder of the underlying tenement, in a timely manner prior to the original
hearing dates (or even during the original hearing dates), the hearing of
the application would not have needed to be adjourned to three subsequent
dates on 23 March, 20 April and 17 June 2015.
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48. Fox occasioned undue delay to the proceedings and Mr Henry is entitled
to costs incurred by him on those three subsequent dates, and by inference
also any costs incurred by him in making the application for costs.

Orders

49.   I make the following order:

° First Objector to pay Applicant's costs arising from proceedings on
23 March, 20 April and 17 June 2015 and from Applicant's
submissions as to costs, to be taxed if not agreed.
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